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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The question of whether or not an explicit formula for finding the roots of an 

arbitrary polynomial exists is one of great historical significance. The linear case is trivial 

and by taking advantage of'completing the square,' finding a formula for the quadratic 

equation is not much more involved. In fact, the formula used for solving a polynomial of 

degree two, well known as 'the quadratic formula,' has been recognized since Babylonian 

times. The solution to the cubic was founded in the sixteenth century based on work of 

Cardan, Taraglia, and Dal Ferro. Shortly thereafter, a mathematician named Ferrari 

combined ideas from the algorithms that were used to solve the quadratic and cubic 

equation to help develop the solution of the general quartic equation. The search then 

began to unveil the answer to the classical question, 'does such a formula exist for the 

general algebraic equation of degree n, in particular, does a solution exist, using functions 

no more involved than radicals, for the general quintic?' 

For almost three hundred years mathematicians endeavored to find a solution of 

the quintic, but all attempts failed. Finally the question was answered by Ruffini and Abel 

using ideas that Evariste Galois introduced in the early nineteenth century. The surprising 

answer was there does not exist a formula, using only field operations and the extraction 

of nth roots, for finding the roots of an arbitrary fifth degree polynomial. The goal of this 



thesis is then to analyze the development of the nonexistence of a formula, based 

exclusively on radicals and field operations, for a solution to the quintic 1 

' In this thesis, whenever a polynomial is referred to as insolvable," let it be understood that we 
mean not solvable involving only radicals and field operations. 



CHAPTER n 

WHAT IS GALOIS THEORY^ 

Galois theory has both bewildered and intrigued many mathematicians since it was 

introduced in the early 1800's. Though it has proven to be one of the most fascinating 

topics of mathematics, it often begs the question, "What exactly is Galois theory?" 

Galois theory is, at the very minimum, the study of finite^ field extensions of a 

given field. To fully understand the idea of Galois theory, one must have a strong 

cognition of field extensions. This will be discussed more indepth later in this paper, but 

for now it will be assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic idea of a field 

extension. 

By adjoining to a base field all of the roots of an irreducible polynomial with 

coefficients in that field, one can construct what is called a normal field extension, though 

adjoining all the roots of the polynomial is not necessary to guarantee a normal extension. 

Normal extensions are studied extensively in Galois theory and it is, therefore, necessary 

to also study the roots of polynomials to adequately understand Galois theory. In fact, as 

we will later see, Galois theory can in turn tell us a great deal about roots of polynomials. 

Galois found a link between any given polynomial and a group of permutations of 

its roots. This group, now called the Galois group in honor of Galois, is now defined in 

terms of the corresponding field extension. Notice that we can now define a relationship 

between field extensions and polynomials. A Galois group is simply the set of all 

- In this thesis, we will only concern ourselves with finite field extensions, that is. w hen an 
extension field F is viewed as a vector space over a field K, then [F:K] is fimte. 
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automorphisms of a field extension that fix all the elements of the base field. Given a 

polynomial, one can find its corresponding Galois group, though the task is not always 

trivial. 

With a little more background in field theory, we can look at the Fundamental 

Theorem of Galois Theory. In essence, the Fundamental Theorem of Galois theory 

provides a way, given a finite normal field extension, to find an inclusion reversing, 

one-to-one correspondence between the intermediate fields of a field extension and the 

subgroups of its corresponding Galois group. It also provides a way to define an 

isomorphism between the Galois group of an intermediate field extension and the quotient 

group of two (jalois groups corresponding to this extension. As mentioned in the 

introduction, we will see how Galois theory is used to prove that a general formula to find 

the roots of an arbitrary polynomial of degree five does not exist. We do so by first 

finding a condition for a polynomial equation to be solvable by radicals, particularly, its 

associated Galois group must be solvable, then associating to a fifth degree polynomial, a 

Galois group that is not solvable. The Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory is the most 

important tool used for proving this theorem. 

The ancient Greeks were interested in performing geometrical constructions using 

only a ruler and compass. There are certain conditions that must be satisfied in order for a 

construction to qualify as a 'ruler-and-compass construction.' With a ruler, one can draw 

a straight line through any two points and with a compass, one can draw a circle whose 

radius is equal to the distance between some pair of points. The point of intersection of 

any two distinct lines or circles using these operations are said to be constructible. Using 



only a ruler and compass, a wide variety of constructions are possible to perform For 

example, lines can be divided into any number of equal segments, angles can be bisected, 

parallel lines can be drawn, and it is even possible to construct a square with the same area 

of any given polygon. Though there were numerous constructions that could be 

performed, the Greeks found great difficulty in performing three particular 

ruler-and-compass constructions, namely, duplicating the cube, squaring the circle, and 

trisecting the angle 7t/3. It is no wonder that they had such a difficult time with these 

constructions for they are impossible. Galois theory and field extensions are an important 

tool in proving the impossibility of these three constructions. 

It is well known that the classification of all finite simple groups has recently been 

completed. All finite simple groups can be classified into one of the following categories: 

1. A cyclic group of prime order, Zp; 

2. An alternating group. An, n > 5; 

3. A classical linear group, PSL(n,q), PSU(n,q), PSp(2n,q), or PQ^(n,q); 

4. An exceptional or twisted group of Lie type 'D4(q), E6(q), E^iq), E7(q), Egfq), 

F4(q), 'F4(2")', G2(q), 'G2(3"), or ̂ 82(2"); 

5. A sporadic simple group: the Mathieu groups, the Janko groups, the Conway 

groups, the babies, the Fischer groups, the Monster, the Monster babies. 

Galois theory played a major role in completely classifying these groups which ended what 

has been referred to as the "Thirty Years War." A majority of the 'battles' of this 'war' 

took place in the decades 1950-1980, though the desire to classify all the simple groups 

goes back to the late nineteenth century. More recently, Galois theory proved to be 



extremely beneficial as it played an important role in .Andrew Wile's completion of the 

proof of Fermat's Last Theorem. 

Before the time of Galois, pieces of group theory were in the air. It was not until 

Galois put these pieces together that group theory was developed. Today, one can easily 

find information about topics in group theory, as well as Galois theory, in algebraic 

literature. Galois theory is still a great area of interest for many mathematicians. Some 

look for applications whereas others study it for its pure beauty, but none will question 

that it is one of the most engaging topics of field theory. There is no doubt that (jalois 

theory will continue to captivate the minds of mathematicians for years to come. 



CHAPTER HI 

BACKGROUND DEFINITIONS 

Galois theory is very involved, and it is therefore imperative to fully understand the 

following definitions before we can continue our discussion. Unless otherwise specified, 

assume F and K are fields and that F is a field extension of K. Also recall that we are only 

considering field extensions of finite dimension in this thesis. 

• The smallest number n such that na = 0, V a G F, is called the characteristic of F, 

denoted char F. If no such number exists, F is said to have characteristic zero. 

• A nonzero polynomial f over a field F is irreducible if it is not a unit and whenever 

f = gh, then g or h is a unit. 

• F is said to be a field extension of K if K is a subfield of F. 

• The dimension of the field extension F of K. denoted [F:K], is the dimension of F 

considered as a vector space over K. 

• F is a simple extension of K if F = K(u) some u G F. 

Example 3.1: (i) C = R(/) is a simple extension of R. 

(ii) F = Q(V2 + V3) = Q (V2, V3) is a simple extension of Q. 

Note: (V2 + ^l3f= 5 + 2V6 G Q(V2 + V3) 

V6 G Q(V2 - VS) 

V6(V2 + V3) = 2V3 + 3V2 G Q(V2 + V3) 

2V3 + 3V2 - 2(V2 + V3 ) G Q(>/2 + V3)) 



:^ V2 G Q(V2 ^ V3) (similar for V3). 

• F is an algebraic extension of K if every element of F is algebraic over K, that is, every 

element of F is a zero of some nonzero polynomial with coefficients in K. 

Example5.2: C is algebraic over R. 

• Let F be an algebraic extension of K. F is a normal extension of K provided whenever 

an irreducible polynomial in K[x] has one root in F, then all its roots are in F. 

Example 3.3: (i) Q(V3) is normal over Q 

(ii) C is a normal extension of R. 

• Let F be an algebraic extension of K. A normal closure of F over K is a field N such 

that 

(i) N is a field extension of F; 

(ii) N is a normal extension of K, 

(iii) If F e M Q N and M is normal over K, then M = N. 

Therefore, N is the smallest extension of F which is normal over K. 

Example 3.4: Consider f(x) = x - 2. Q (u) is then algebraic over Q and 

Q(u, uco, uo") is a normal closure of Q(u) over Q where u = 2 ' 

and CO = (-1 + Vi/ )/2. The roots of f(x) are u,ua), and uco". 

• Let F be an extension of K and fGK[x]. F is a splitting field of f over K provided f 

splits over F and F = K(ui,U2,... ,Un) where ui,U2,... ,Un are the roots of f F is the 

smallest field containing all the roots of f(x). 

Example 3.5: Q(V5) = Q(V5, -V5) is the splitting field of x" - 5 over Q. Notice 

x̂  - 5 = (x + V5)(x - V5) splits over Q(V5). 
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The idea of a normal extension and splitting field can 'almost' be used interchangeably 

As we will see, an algebraic extension field F of K is normal iff F is a splitting field of 

some polynomial over K. 

An irreducible polynomial over K is separable if it has no multiple roots in some 

splitting field. An algebraic element in F is separable if its irreducible polynomial is 

separable. F is said to be a separable extension of K if every element of F is separable 

over K. Every separable extension is necessarily algebraic. 

Example 3.6: (i) Q(Vl9) is separable over Q. 

(ii) C is separable over R. 

Let F be an extension of K. A K-automorphism of F is an isomorphism a : F -> F that 

fixes every element of K. The set of all K-automorphisms of F form a group under 

composition called the Galois group of F over K, denoted Gal(F:K). 

Example3.7: Consider the extension Q(V3, V5): Q. The Q-automorphisms 

are as follows: (note: V3 -^ ^3 really represents 

a + bV3 ^- a + bV3 where a,b G Q ) 

V3 ^ V3 V3 ̂  V3 >/3 ̂  -V3 V3 -> -^3 

V5 -> V5 V5 -> -V5 V5 ̂  V5 V5 ^ -V5 

Here Gal(Q(V3, V5):Q) = (i, a, x, y}. 

The (jalois group of a polynomial f G K[X] is the group Gal(F:K) where F is a splitting 

field of f over K. 



Example 3.8: The Galois group of the polynomial f(\) = (x^ - 3)(x' - 5) is 

Gal(Q(V3, V5):Q) = (i, a, T, y} (see example 3 7). 

• Let K c E c F be an extension. Then E is an intermediate field of F over K. 

Example 3.9: Q(V3), Q(V5), and Q(^15) are intermediate fields of 

Q(V3,V5) over Q. 

• Let F be an extension ofK and Ha subgroup of Gal(F:K). The fixed field of H in F is 

the intermediate field (v G F : a(v) = v for all a G H). 

Example 3.10: Q is the fixed field of Gal(Q(V3, V5):Q). (see example 3.7) 

• F is a Galois extension of K if the fixed field of Gal(F:K) is K. 

Example 3.11: (i) Since Q is the fixed field of Gal(Q(V3, V5):Q), Q(^3, V5) is a 

Galois extension of Q. 

(ii) C = R(i) is Galois over R. 

• F is a radical extension of K if there exists a tower of field extensions 

K = Koc:KiCzK2C... cKn=F where K, = Ki.i(ui) and some power of u, lies in K,.i 

for i=l,2,...,n. The elements Ui are said to form a radical sequence for F over K. 

Every radical extension is finite dimensional and algebraic over K. 

Example3.12: Consider (1 + ^7)' ̂  - (2 ^ v5)' ^ Q(a,{3,y,6) is a radical 

extension of Q where a ' = 7 G Q. p"̂ = 1 + a G Q(a), 

y' = 5 G Q(a,p), and 6' = 2 - y G Q(a,p,y) and 

Q Q Q(a) e Q(a,3) e Q(a,p.y) c Q(a,p,y,5). 
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With fGK[x], f(x)=0 is said to be solvable bv radicals if there exists a radical extension 

F of K and a splitting field E of f over K such that K c E c F. 

Example3.13: (x^ - 2)(x^ - 3) = 0 is solvable by radicals. 

Recall a group G is said to be a solvable group if there exists a series 

<e> = Go<G, <... <G„ = G 

such that 

(i) Gi is normal in Gi+i for i = 0,1,... ,n-1 

(ii) Gi+i/Gi is abelian for i = 0,1,...,n-l. 

Note that every abelian group is solvable. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRELIMINARY THEOREMS 

In this chapter, we will look at some theorems that will be used in great detail in 

the remainder of this thesis. We begin with the statement of the Fundamental Theorem of 

Galois Theory which first describes a correspondence between intermediate fields and 

(jalois groups, then tells us the order of a Galois group, and finally finds a relationship 

between the Galois group of the intermediate field extension and the Galois group of the 

extension itself We will then proceed with theorems that will be needed in later chapters. 

The Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory: Let F be a finite separable normal field 

extension of K of degree n. Then 

(i) There is an inclusion reversing, 1-1 correspondence between the set of all 

intermediate fields of the extension and the set of all subgroups of Gal(F:K). 

(ii) I Gal(F:K) I = [F:K] = n. 

(iii) An intermediate field E is a normal extension of K if and only if Gal(F:E) is a 

normal subgroup of Gal(F:K). In this case, Gal(F:K)/Gal(F:E) ^ Gal(E:K). 

Proof: See Hungerford [2]. • 

Example: Recall example 3.8 from Chapter HI where fl[x) = x̂  -8x^ ^ 15 G Q[X]. We 

found the Galois group of Q(V3, ^5) over Q to be Gal(Q(V3, V5):Q) = {i, a, x, y} 

(as defined above). By part (i), the subfields and Galois groups in like positions induce a 

1-1 correspondence. Schematically, we have 
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Q(V3. ^5) 

Q(V3) Q(V5) Q(Vl5) 

(}al(Q(^3, V5):Q(V3, VS)) 

{O 

Gal(Q(V3, V5):Q(V3)) Gal(Q(V3, V5):Q(V5)) Gal(Q(V3,V5):Q(Vl5)) 

{i,<T} { i , t } K Y } 

Gal(Q(V3, V5):Q) 

{i, CT, T,Y} 

Part (ii) tells us [Q(V3, V5):Q] = I Gal(Q(V3, V5):Q) I which of course is four since there 

are four elements in (jal(Q(V3, V5):Q). In the next chapter, we will see an easy way to 

show that [Q(V3, V5):Q] = 4. The point is, knowing either the dimension of an extension 

or the order of the corresponding Galois group automatically tells us the other by the 



Fundamental Theorem of (jalois Theory. Finally, (iii) allows us to conclude 

Gal(Q(V3,V5):Q)/Gal(Q(V3, V5):E) = Gal(E:Q) for each imermediate field E 

Theorem 4.1: Let G be a finite subgroup of the group of automorphisms of a field F and 

let Ko be the fixed field of G. Then | G I = [F:Ko] . 

Proof: See Stewart [8]. • 

Theorem 4.2: Let F be an extension of K and fa polynomial over K. If u is a root off in 

F, then a(u) is also a root of fin F provided a G Gal(F:K). 

Proof: Let f(x) = Co + Cix +...+ Cnx" where Ci G K and a G Gal(F:K). Then since u is a 

root off, 

f(u) = 0 => Co + ClU +...+ CnU" = 0 

=> a(co + Ciu +...+ Cnu") = a(o) 

=> CT(CO) + a(ciu) +...+ a(CnU°) = 0 

=> a(co) + a(ci)a(u) +...+ a(Cn)a(Un) = 0 

=> Co + Cia(u) +...+ Cna(Un) = 0 

^ f(a(u)) = 0. 

Therefore, CT(U) is a root of f and is in F since a is an automorphism of F. • 

An interesting fact about this theorem should be pointed out at this time. Notice 

we now have another way of determining the number of elements of a Galois group. 

Since {l,u,...,u"'^} is a basis of K(u) over K, x = Co + CiU +...+ Cn-iu""' (for any x G K(U)) 

implies a(x) = Co + Cia(u) +...+ Cn-ia(u"'̂ ). Consequently, any a G Gal(K(u):K) is 

completely determined by its action on u. Now if u is a root of a polynomial f of degree n 
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over K, then so is a(u) and since f has at most n distinct roots, I Gal(K(u):K) I < n. More 

specifically, | Gal(K(u):K) | < m<n where m is the number ofdistinct roots of fin K(u). 

Theorem 4.3: If F is a finite field extension of K, then K is the fixed field of Gal(F:K) iff 

F is normal and separable over K. 

Proof: Let F be a finite field extension of K. 

=>: Let K be the fixed field of Gal(F:K). Let f be the irreducible polynomial of 

some element Ui in F and let ui,... ,Ur be the distinct roots of f that are in F. Since f has at 

most n distinct roots, r < n. Consider any a G Gal(F:K). By Theorem 4.2, for i =1, , r, 

a permutes Ui. Therefore, the coefficients of the polynomial g(x) = (x - ui)- (x - Ur) are 

fixed for all a G Gal(F:K). But F is Galois over K and so g G K[X]. Since ui is a root off 

and g and f is the irreducible polynomial of ui, f I g. This implies r > n. Therefore, r must 

equal n. As a result, all the roots of fare distinct and are in F. But ui is arbitrary so that F 

is separable over K and is a splitting field for f over K. Therefore, F is also normal over K. 

<=: Let F be normal and separable over K. Assume Ko is the fixed field of 

Gal(F:K) and [F:K] = n. By the Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory, I Gal(F:K) I = 

[F:K] = n. By Theorem 4.1, [F:Ko] = I Gal(F:K) I = n. So we have [F:K] = [F:Ko] = n and 

K c Ko. Therefore, K = Ko and so K is the fixed field of] Gal[F:K]. • 

In view of Theorem 4.3, we can draw some conclusions that may prove to be very 

useful. We now know that F over K is finite, normal, and separable o K is the fixed field 

of Gal(F:K) <=> F is finite dimensional and Galois over K. So if need be, we can replace 

the condition, 'let F be a finite separable normal field extension of K', of the Fundamental 
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Theorem of Galois Theory by the equivalent condition 'let F be a finite dimensional Galois 

field extension of K'. 

A condition on many of the definitions and theorems in this thesis is that a 

polynomial be irreducible over a specific field. There are several ways of determining 

whether or not a polynomial is irreducible. Under certain circumstances, Eisenstein's 

Criterion can be the easiest way of accomplishing this and it is therefore necessary to 

review its conditions. 

Eisenstein's Criterion: Let f(x) = a© + ... + anx" be a polynomial over Z with the degree 

of f = n > 1. If there exists a prime such that 

(i) p does not divide an 

(ii) p I ai (i= l,...,n-l) 

(iii) p does not divide ao. 

Then f is irreducible over Q. 

Proof: See Hungerford [2]. • 

Example: Consider f(x) = x̂  -12x^ + 4x - 2. Notice that 2, which is prime, doesn't divide 

1, it does divide -12, 4, and -2, and 2̂  = 4 does not divide -2. Since f(x) G Z, f is 

irreducible over Q. 

The following theorem will prove to be very beneficial, especially in Chapter VI. 

With it, the knowledge that a particular group is solvable can tell us a great deal about the 

solvability of subgroups, quotient groups, and homomorphic images. 

Theorem 4.4: Let G be a group and N a normal subgroup of G. Then 

(i) If G is solvable, then G/N is solvable. 
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(ii) If N and G/N are solvable, then G is solvable. 

(iii) If G is solvable, then every subgroup of G is solvable. 

(iv) Every homomorphic image of a solvable group is solvable. 

Proof: See Stewart [8]. • 

Consider a field of prime characteristic. By studying the derivative of a polynomial 

over this field, we can assess information concerning the degree and roots of the 

polynomial. For example, given a polynomial in x'', we can conclude that its derivative is 

zero. Moreover, if the polynomial is not a polynomial in x**, then its derivative is not zero 

These resuhs are summarized in the next two theorems. 

Theorem 4.5: Let char F = p - 0 and f be a polynomial over F. Then f = 0 if and only if 

f is a polynomial in x**, that is f = ao + apX** +...+aipx'''. 

Proof: See Hungerford [2]. • 

Theorem 4.6: Let F be an extension of K, f be an irreducible polynomial in K[x], and F 

contain a root off Then f has no multiple roots in F if and only if f ;̂  0. 

Proof: See Hungerford [2]. • 

After looking at the elements of the Galois groups of different polynomials, one 

might guess that the degree of the polynomial and the order of its corresponding Galois 

group are somehow related. Indeed the degree of a polynomial divides the order of its 

Galois group provided that the polynomial is irreducible and separable. 

Theorem 4.7: Let f G K[X] with Galois group G. If f is irreducible and separable of 

degree n, then n I I G I. 

Proof: See Hungerford [2]. • 
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With the knowledge of the ideas presented in this chapter, we can easier prove 

many of the theorems in this thesis. We begin by looking at the basic field extension and 

some of its properties in the next chapter before considering a variety of specific field 

extensions. 
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CHAPTER V 

SOME FIELD EXTENSION THEORY 

In Chapter IQ, we were introduced to numerous types of field extensions. Among 

these were simple, algebraic, normal, separable, Galois, and radical extensions. Now we 

need to look at some important facts involving field extensions. Though the theorems that 

follow do not explicitly tell us anything about the insolvable quintic, they are necessary in 

its development. 

Sometimes it may be extremely difficult or even impossible to determine the 

dimension of a field extension directly. Finding the dimensions of extensions involving 

intermediate fields can, at times, be a great deal easier to compute, especially when the 

intermediate extension is simple. We then begin with a theorem that provides a way to 

determine the degree of an extension with the knowledge of the dimensions of the 'large' 

field over any intermediate field and of that intermediate field over the base field. 

Theorem 5.1: Let F be an extension of E and E an extension of K. Then 

[F:K] = [F;E][E:K]. 

Proof: Let F be an extension of E and E of K. Recall to find [F:K] for two fields F and 

K, one must view F as a vector space over K. So let [ui,...,Um} be a basis for F over E 

and {vi,...,Vn} be a basis for E over K. Then [F:E] = m and [E:K] = n We want to show 

[F:K] = mn. 

Let X G F. Then x = CiUi + ... ^ c^Un,where Ci,, .,c„, G E. But Ci,. ,Cm G E => 
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Ci aiivi + . . + ainVn for i - 1 , ..., m where aii,..,ain G K since E is viewed as a vector space 

overK. So x = CiUi + ... + ĉ û̂ , 

= (aiiv, + ... + ainVn)ui + ... + (an,ivi + .. + a™,v„ )u„, 

= aiiviui + ... + ai„VnUi+ ... + a™iViu„, + ... + a™,VnU„,. 

We then see that {viUi,...,VnUi,...,viu™,...,v„u„,)spans F over K. Also if 

aiiviui + ... + ainVnUi + ... + a™iv,u„, + ... + a™,VnU„,= 0, then alUj = 0 since u, linearly 

independent implies all Ci's are 0 and v linearly independent implies all aij = 0. Therefore, 

{viUi,...,VnUi,...,viUn„...,VnUm} is Uncarly independent and it consequently forms a basis for 

F over K. But this basis consists of precisely mn elements and so [F:K] = mn. • 

Example: Consider the example from Chapter IV: 

[Q(V3,V5):Q] = [Q(V3,V5):Q(V3)] • [Q(V3):Q] 

= [Q(V3)(V5):Q(V3)] • [Q(V3):Q] 

= 2-2 

= 4. 

Note: {1, V3} is a basis for Q(V3) over Q while (1, V5} is a basis for Q(V3)(V5) over 

Q(V3). 

One can always generate a simple extension by adjoining a single element to a 

field. But what happens if the element being adjoined is a root of some polynomial of 

degree n with coefficients in the base field? Does this tell us anything about the degree of 

the extension? If so, is it true for any polynomial'̂  These questions are answered in the 

following theorem. 
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Theorem 5.2: If K is a field and f is a polynomial of degree n over K, then there exists a 

simple extension F = K(u) of K such that: 

(i) u G F is a root off; 

(ii) [K(u):K] = n iff f is irreducible over K. 

In this case, [K(u):K] is always < n. 

Proof: See Hungerford [2]. • 

Example: Consider the polynomial f(x) = x̂  + I over R. Notice the roots of f(x) are ± / 

and f(x) is irreducible over R. So there exists a simple extension F = R(/), namely C, of R 

suchthat [R(/):R] = 2. Certainly (1,/} is a basis of C over Rand 1(1,/}l =2. 

Recall that a field F is a splitting field of a polynomial over a base field if that 

polynomial splits in F and F is generated by the base field and the roots of the polynomial. 

The question emerges as to what conditions must be satisfied to guarantee the existence of 

such a field. One answer to this question is demonstrated in the coming theorem: 

Theorem 5.3: Let K be a field such that f G K[X] and deg f = n. Then it is only necessary 

to adjoin at most n-1 of the roots of f to K to guarantee that this new field is the smallest 

field containing all the roots off, that is, to guarantee it is a splitting field of f over K. 

Proof: LetfGK[x]. 

(1) Ifdegf= 1 this is trivial. 

(2) Assume that if deg f = n, then one need only adjoin n-1 roots of f to K to obtain a 

splitting field. Let g be a polynomial of degree n+1 over K. Let ui,...,Un-i be the roots 

of g. Since Un̂ i is a root of g, x - Un̂ i divides g and so g = (x - Un-i)h for some 

h G K[x]. Now h is a polynomial of degree n with n roots, namely Ui,...,Un. By our 
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induction hypothesis, K(ui,...,u„.i) = K(ui,...,u„) is a splitting field of h over K. But 

g = (x - Un+i)h which only has one additional root, Un̂ i Since h splits over 

K(ui,...,u„.i), g splits over K(ui,...,u„.i.Un.i). Therefore, 

K(ui,...,Un-i,Un+i) = K(ui,...,Un+i) is a splitting field of g over K. • 

This theorem tells us a way that we can guarantee a splitting field by adjoining 

roots of a polynomial to the base field. Keep in mind that it does not necessarily mean that 

we must adjoin precisely n-1 roots, for it is possible that we could adjoin fewer and still 

obtain a splitting field. For this reason, the word 'guarantee' is very important in the 

statement since while adjoining fewer than n-1 roots might give a splitting field depending 

on which roots one chooses, it might not guarantee one if we were to choose different 

roots of the same polynomial. This is demonstrated in the first example. 

Examples: 

(i) Consider f = (x^ - 3)(x^ - 5) G Q[X]. Notice there are precisely 4 roots off, 

namely V3, -^3, V5, and -V5. Then by adjoining any 3 roots off, we are 

guaranteed a splitting field, i.e. Q(V3, V5, -V3) = Q(V3, -V3, V5, -V5) is a 

splitting field of f over Q. Notice that adjoining V3 and V5 to Q is enough to 

obtain Q(V3, -V3, V5, -V5); however, if we had chosen V3 and -V3 it would 

not be. So in this case we must adjoin n-1 of the roots of f to Q to guarantee a 

splitting field of f over Q. 

(ii) The polynomial f = x"- 2 has the roots a, aco, aco" where co = (-1 + V3/)/2 and 

a = 2̂ \̂ Adjoin a and aco to Q. Then (l/2)aaacoaco G Q(a, aco) by closure. 

Now 
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(l/2)-a-a-aco-aco = (1/2) 2̂  ^ • 2̂  ^ • 2' \-\ ^ V3/)/2 2"^(-l - V3/)/2 

= ( l /2 )2-2 ' ' - ( - l +V3/f/4 

= 2' '-((-l+V3/)/2)' 

aco" 

and so we have acô  G Q(a, aco) which implies Q(a, aco, aco") = Q(a, aco). A 

similar argument shows Q(a, aco, aco") = Q(aco, aco") = Q(a, aco"). Therefore, by 

adjoining any 2 roots off, we are guaranteed a splitting field of f over Q. 

Theorem 5.4: If K is a field and fa polynomial over K of degree n > 1, then there exists a 

splitting field F of f with [F:K] < n!. 

Proof: Let f be a polynomial over K with deg f = n > 1. 

1. Let deg f = 1. Then F = K is a splitting field of f with [F:F] = 1 < 1. 

2. Let deg f = n > 1. Assume that if a polynomial over a field K has degree n-1 > 1, then 

there exists a splitting field F of the polynomial such that [F:K] < (n-1)! fff splits over 

K we are done. Suppose that f does not split over K. Then there must be an 

irreducible factor of f of degree greater than one, and of course < n, call it g. Then by 

Theorem 5.2, there exists a simple extension K(u) of K such that [K(u):K] = deg g 

where u is a root of g. Since u is a zero of g, x - u divides g and consequently divides 

f Let's say f = (x - u)h for some h in K(u)[x]. Notice that deg h = n-1 > 1. By our 

induction hypothesis, there exists a splitting field F of h over K(u) with 

[F:K(u)] < (n-l)! So F contains all the roots of h which is of degree n-l and has n-l 

roots. Since one need only adjoin at most n-1 roots of f to K to guarantee that F is a 
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splitting field of f over K (Theorem 5.3), we see F is a splitting field of f over K. 

Furthermore, 

[F:K] = [F:K(u)][K(u):K] by Theorem 5.1 

< (n-l)! [K(u):K] since [F:K(u)] < (n-1)! 

= (n-1)! deg g since [K(u):K] = deg g 

< n! since deg g < n. 

This completes the proof • 

Theorem 5.5: Suppose [F:K] is finite. TFAE: 

(i) F is (jalois over K; 

(ii) F is separable over K and a splitting field of a polynomial f over K; 

(iii) F is a splitting field over K of a polynomial over K whose irreducible factors 

are separable. 

Proof: Let[F:K] = n. 

(i) => (ii): Let F be Galois over K. Then F is normal and separable over K by 

Theorem 4.3. Let's say {ui,...,Un} is a basis of F over K. Then F = K(ui,...,Un). Since F is 

finite dimensional over K, F is algebraic over K and so each Ui is algebraic over K. Let the 

minimal polynomial of Ui be fi(x). Then since F is normal over K, each f,(x) splits over F. 

Therefore, f(x) = fi(x) ••• fn(x) splits over F and so F is a splitting field of f(x) over K. 

(ii) => (iii): Let F be separable over K and a splitting field of a polynomial f over 

K. Let g be an irreducible factor off Since F is a splitting field of f over K, f splits in 

F[x] and so g is the irreducible polynomial of some element of F. It follows that g is 

separable. Therefore, the irreducible factors of fare separable. 
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(in) => (i): Let F be a splitting field of a polynomial over K whose irreducible 

factors are separable. Since F is a splitting field of a polynomial over K and the extension 

IS fimte dimensional, F is normal over K. It can be shown that F is separable over K. By 

Theorem 4.3, F is (jalois over K • 
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CHAPTER VI 

RADICAL EXTENSIONS 

In order to benefit from the theory that has been built up concerning field 

extensions, it is of great importance that one understands the concept of a radical 

extension. For this reason we begin by reconsidering the definition and an example of a 

radical extension. We will then discover a relationship between radical extensions, the 

solvability of Galois groups, and the roots of polynomials. By making this abstraction, 

one is able to use concepts in Galois theory to build up a general theory about the general 

nth degree polynomial and in particular the insolvability of the quintic. 

Definition: Recall that F is a radical extension of K if 

K = Ko c Ko(ui) = Ki e Ko(ui,U2) = K2 e ... e Ko(ui,U2,...,u„) = K„ = F and some power 

of Ui lies in Kui for i = l,..,n. 

Example: Consider f(x) = (V2 + V5)̂ ^̂  - V7 = 0. Q(a,(3,y,6) is a radical extension of Q 

where Q c Q(a) c Q(a,P) ^ Q(a,p,y) e Q(a,3,y,5) and a ' - 2 G Q, p ' = 5 G Q(a), r 

= (a + p)' G Q(a,p), 5- = 7 G Q(a,p,y). 

Theorem 6.1: If F is a radical extension of K and E is an intermediate field, then F is a 

radical extension of E. 

Proof: Suppose that F is a radical extension of K and E is an intermediate field. 

Consider the series K = K o e K i c K 2 C . . . c K „ = F . Without loss of generality, let 

E = Kj so that K = K o c K i C . e E = KjC.. . cK„=F. Since F is a radical extension of 

K, Ki = Ki-i(ui) and some power of Ui lies in K,.i for i=l,2—n. If this is true for 
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i-l,2,...,n it is certainly true for i = j , j+l,...,n. So for E = K, c ... c K„= F, K, = K..i(u.) 

and some power of Ui lies in Ki.i for i = j , j+l,...,n. Therefore, F is a radical extension of 

E. • 

Example: Q{-\l2, V3) is a radical extension of Q since Q c Q(V2) c Q(V2, v3) and 

(V2)̂  G Q and (V3)̂  G Q(V2). NOW Q(V2) is an intermediate field of this extension so that 

Q(V2, VS) is a radical extension of Q(V2). 

The previous theorem involved finding radical extensions given intermediate fields 

of a radical extension F over K. Now we will attempt to identify a radical extension by 

considering the normal closure of a radical extension F over K. Before doing so, we need 

to characterize a normal closure N of F over K by familiarizing ourselves with an 

important property of the subfields that generate N. 

Theorem 6.2: Suppose F is a finite field extension of K and N is a normal closure of F 

over K. Then N is generated by subfields Fi,...,Fs containing K such that each F, over K is 

isomorphic to F over K. 

Proof: See Stewart [8]. 

Theorem 6.3: If F is a radical extension of K and N is a normal closure of F over K, then 

N is a radical extension of K. 

Proof: Let F be a radical extension of K and N a normal closure of F over K. By 

Theorem 6.2, N is generated by subfields Fi,...,Fs containing K such that each F, over K is 

isomorphic to F over K. Therefore, each Fi is radical over K. 
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Now consider any 2 of these radical extensions of K, let's say Fi and F2. Suppose 

a field M is generated by Fi and F2, where M is a normal closure of F over K. If u,,. ,Un, 

and vi,...,Vnare radical sequences corresponding to Fi = K(ui,...',Un, ):K and 

F2 = K(vi,...,Vn):K respectively, then ui,...,Un„vi,...,v„ is a radical sequence for 

K(ui,...,Un„Vi,...,v„):K. Since M is generated by Fi and F2, M = K(ui,...,Um,v,,...,Vn) and is 

radical over K. So if M is generated by any 2 radical extensions Fi of K, then M is a 

radical extension of K. Extend this so that N, which is generated by Fi, ..., Fs, is radical 

overK. • 

The next couple of theorems will be seen to be of great benefit in establishing a 

relationship between radical extensions and Galois groups. By defining fields to be a 

splitting field over a particular polynomial, we can speak of its corresponding Galois 

group being abeUan which in turn tells us it is solvable. We will see how this is 

advantageous shortly, but let us first examine these results. 

Theorem 6.4: Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and F a splitting field for x"* -1 over K 

where p is prime. Then Gal(F:K) is abelian. 

Proof: See Stewart [8]. • 

Theorem 6.5: Let K be a field of characteristic 0 in which x° - 1 splits. Let a G K and F a 

splitting field for x" - a over K. Then Gal(F:K) is abelian. 

Proof: Let K be a field of characteristic 0 in which x" - I splits, a G K, and F be a splitting 

field for x" - a over K. Let u be any zero of x" - a, v a zero of x" - 1 in K. We know u is in 

F since F is a splitting field of x" - a over K. Then v" - I = 0 => v" = I and so u" - a = 0 

=> v V - a = 0 since v" = 1 
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=> (vu)"-a = 0 since K is a field 

=> vu is a zero ofx"- a. 

Notice vu is in F since F contains all the roots of x" - a. Consider two K-automorphisms, 

a : u ^- viu 

P : u -> V2U 

where vi, V2 are zeros of x" - 1 and are in K. Then 

ap(u) = a(v2u) definition P 

= V1V2U definition a 

= V2V1U since K is a field, V1V2 = V2V1 

= P(viu) definition P 

= pa(u) definition a. 

Therefore, Gal(F:K) is abelian. • 

Lemma 6.6: If E is an extension of K and Ko is the fixed field of Gal(E:K), then K c Ko, 

E is (jalois over Ko, and Gal(E:K) = Gal(E:Ko). 

Proof: Let E be an extension of K and Ko be the fixed field of Gal(E: K). If E = Ko, this 

is trivial. Suppose E ;̂  Ko. First notice that fixed fields are intermediate fields of the 

extension and so K c Ko. Consider u G E-KO SO that u ^ Ko. We know such an element 

exists since E ;̂  Ko. Then for some a G Gal(E:Ko), a(u) ^ u: otherwise u would be in Ko. 

Therefore, Ko is the fixed field of Gal(E:Ko) and so E is Galois over Ko. Since Ko is the 

fixed field of both Gal(E:K) and Gal(E:Ko) and K c Ko, we must have 

Gal(E:K) = Gal(E:Ko). • 
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The rest of this section is devoted to finding an association of the solvability of a 

polynomial with the solvability of its corresponding Galois group. In the theorem that 

follows, we will assume that K has characteristic 0 in order to simplify the proof for the 

proof where the characteristic of K is not necessarily zero involves rather lengthy 

preliminaries. Note, however, that the theorem is true no matter what the characteristic of 

K is. This assumption will therefore be omitted from the statement of the theorem. A 

general proof can be seen in Hungerford [2]. 

Theorem 6.6: If F is a radical extension of K and E is an intermediate field, then 

Gal(E:K) is a solvable group. 

Proof: Let F be a radical extension of K and E an intermediate field. Let Ko be the fixed 

field of Gal(E:K). Then K e Ko, E is Galois over Ko, and Gal(E:K) = Gal(E:Ko) by 

Lemma 6.6. Now since F is a radical extension of K and Ko is an intermediate field, F is a 

radical extension of Ko by Theorem 6.1. So we can, without loss of generality, replace K 

by Ko. So we have E Galois over K. 

Now let N be a normal closure of F over K. Then since F is radical over K, N is a 

radical extension of K by Theorem 6.3. We then may assume, without loss of generality, 

that N = F. Also F is separable over K since the characteristic of K is 0 and so F is a 

Galois radical extension of K. By the Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory, Gal(F:E) is 

normal in Gal(F:K) and Gal(F:K)/Gal(F:E) = Gal(E:K). 

If we show that Gal(F:K) is solvable, then Gal(F:K)/Gal(F:E) would be solvable by 

Theorem 4.4 (i). It then follows that Gal(E:K) is solvable since the homomorphic image 
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of a solvable group is solvable. So we have that F is a radical (jalois extension of K and 

we want to show Cjal(F:K) is solvable. 

Since F is radical over K, then K, = K,.i(Ui) and some power of Ui lies in K,.i for 

i=l,..,n where Ui,...,Un is a radical sequence of F over K. Notice some power of Ui, let's 

say a = Uî , lies in Ko = K. Let Fo be a splitting field of f(x) = x̂  - 1 over F. Then f(x) 

splits over Fo and FQ = F(vi,...,Vp) where vi, ..,Vp are the roots of f(x). Let Fi be generated 

by K and the zeros of fljx) that are in FQ, in other words, Fi = K(vi,...,Vp). Notice Fi is a 

subfield of Fo so that we have 

Fi 

K 

Now Fo is normal and separable over K and therefore Galois over K. We assumed 

F is normal over K, and so the Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory gives us Gal(F:K) 

= Gal(Fo:K)/Gal(Fo:F). 

To show Gal(F:K) is solvable, we need to show Gal(Fo:K)/Gal(Fo:F) is solvable 

which we can do by showing Gal(Fo:K) and applying Theorem 4.4. 

By the way Fi is defined, Fi is a splitting field of x "̂  - 1 over K. By Theorem 6.4, 

Gal(Fi:K) is abelian and therefore solvable. Also, since Fi is normal over K, by the 

Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory, Gal(Fi:K) = (jal(Fo:K)/Gal(Fo: Fi). Now 
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Gal(Fo:K)/Gal(Fo: Fi) is solvable since Gal(Fi:K) is solvable and the homomorphic image 

of a solvable group is solvable. 

To show Gal(Fo:K) is solvable, it remains to show that Gal(Fo: Fi) is solvable and 

then apply Theorem 4.4. 

Since Fo is a splitting field of f(x) = x̂  - 1 over F = K(ui,...,u„), 

Fo = F(vi,...,Vp) = Fi(ui,...,Un). Now Fi(ui) is a splitting field for x̂  - a over Fi since x** -1 

splits in Fi (see Stewart [8]). So F,(u,) is a normal extension of Fi, by Theorem 5.5. By 

Theorem 6.5, Gal(Fi(ui): Fi) is abelian and therefore solvable. By the Fundamental 

Theorem of Galois Theory, Gal(Fo; Fi(ui)) is normal in Gal(Fo: Fi) and 

Gal(Fo; Fi)/Gal(Fo:Fi(ui)) = Gal(Fi(ui):Fi). Observe that Gal(Fo; Fi)/Gal(Fo; F,(ui)) is 

solvable since Gal(Fi(ui):Fi) is and the homomorphic image of a solvable group is 

solvable. Now Gal(Fo:K) is abelian since Fo is a splitting field of x'' - 1 over K 

(Theorem 6.4) and since every subgroup of an abelian group is abehan, Gal(Fo: Fi(ui)) 

must be abelian. Therefore Gal(Fo; Fi(ui)) is solvable. Hence Gal(Fo: Fi) is solvable by 

Theorem 4.4. It follows that Gal(E:K) is solvable. • 

In addition to the information known about the solvability of any group, this 

general relationship between radical extensions and the solvability of a particular Galois 

group is important. It is now possible to determine a dependence of the solvability of a 

Galois group and a polynomial being solvable by radicals. These considerations motivate 

the next two theorems. 

Theorem 6.7: Let f G K[X] where K is a field. If f(x) = 0 is solvable by radicals, then the 

Galois group of f is solvable. 
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Proof: Let f(x) = 0 be solvable by radicals and f G K[X]. Then by definition of solvable 

by radicals, 3 a radical extension F of K and a splitting field E of f over K such that 

K e E e F. Notice that Gal(E:K) is the Galois group of f since E is a splitting field off 

over K. Now F is a radical extension of K and E is an intermediate field and so by 

Theorem 6.6, Gal(E:K) is a solvable group. But Gal(E:K) is the Galois group of f and so 

the Galois group of f is solvable. • 

Theorem 6.8: Let E be a finite dimensional Galois field extension of K and Gal(E:K) be 

the corresponding Galois group such that Gal(E:K) is solvable. Suppose char K does not 

divide the dimension of E over K. Then 3 a radical extension F of K such that K c E e F 

Proof: See Hungerford [2]. • 

Theorem 6.9: Let f G K[X] where K is a field. Assume deg f = n > 0 such that char K 

does not divide n!. Then f(x) = 0 is solvable by radicals if and only if the Galois group off 

is solvable. 

Proof: Let f G K[X] where K is a field. Assume deg f = n > 0 and char K does not divide 

n! 

=>: Follows from Theorem 6.7. 

<=: Let Gal(E:K) be the Galois group off, so that E is a splitting field of f over K, 

and assume that it is solvable. Let char K = p. Then p is prime; for if it were not, we 

would have p = ab for some a,b between I and p 

=> (a-1 )(b-1) = (ab)-1 (distributive laws) 

= p-1 (since ab = p) 
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= 0 (since pa = 0 V a G K) 

=> (a-1) = 0 or (b-1) = 0 (since K is certainly an integral domain) 

which contradicts that p is the smallest number such that p-1 = 0. 

Since char K = p does not divide n!, f is not a polynomial in x''. Then by Theorem 

4.5, f ;t0. Therefore, by Theorem 4.6, f has no multiple roots in F. Consequently, the 

irreducible factors of fare separable. So E is a splitting field of f over K where the 

irreducible factors of fare separable. By Theorem 5.5, E is (jalois over K. 

Now Gal(E:K) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sn. By Lagrange's theorem, the 

order of a subgroup of a group divides the order of that group. Therefore, I Gal(E:K) | 

divides I Sn I, that is, | Gal(E:K) | divides n!. By the Fundamental Theorem of Galois 

Theory, | Gal(E:K) | = [E:K]. We can then conclude that [E:K] | n! 

Notice that if char K divided [E:K], then it would divide n! which would contradict 

our assumption. So char K caimot divide [E:K]. So we have that E is a finite dimensional 

Galois extension of K, with solvable Galois group Gal(E:K) and char K does not divide 

[E:K]. By Theorem 6.8, 3 a radical extension F of K such that K e E e F. This, together 

with the fact that E is a splitting field of f over K, tells us that f(x) = 0 is solvable by 

radicals. • 

Now that we know how the solvability of a polynomial corresponds to the 

solvability of its corresponding Galois group, we have a stronger method of determining 

when a polynomial is or is not solvable. We leave the details for the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE INSOLVABLE QUINTIC 

The theory that has been buih up in this thesis is almost enough to allow us to 

reach a conclusion that had been of curiosity for many years. With one more major 

discovery, we can finally conclude that there is no solution for the general quintic. We 

will do so by taking advantage of the theorems disclosed at the end of chapter VI. We 

start with a couple of well known facts from group theory. 

Theorem 7.1: For any n, the symmetric group Sn is generated by the cycles (I 2) and 

(l...n). 

Proof: See Stewart [8]. • 

Theorem 7.2: If n > 5, then Sn is not solvable. 

Proof: Suppose that for n > 5, Snis solvable. Since every subgroup of a solvable 

subgroup is solvable. An is solvable. Moreover, An is simple for all n * 4, in particular, for 

n > 5. Now since An is solvable, 3 a series <e> = Go < Gi <... < Gn = An such that Gi is 

normal in Gi+i and Gi+i/Gi is abehan for i = 0,1,...,n-l. Since .An is simple, the only normal 

subgroups of An are <e> and An and so the series must be <e> < An such that AJ<Q> = An 

is abelian. But An is not abelian for n > 5 ((123),(145) G An for n > 5 and 

(123)(145) = (14523) ^ (12345) = (145)(123) )-><-. Therefore, Sn cannot be solvable for 

n > 5 . • 

Though it is not immediately obvious, knowing that Sn is not solvable for n > 5 

tells us a great deal about the solvability of polynomials of prime degree. We conclude 
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this thesis by first considering a theorem that makes it possible to associate a prime degree 

polynomial to the symmetric group of order p!. This turns out to be very usefiil, for we 

can now associate a polynomial of degree five with S5. We then will give an example of a 

fifth degree polynomial not solvable by radicals. 

Theorem 7.3: Let p be prime and fan irreducible polynomial of degree p over Q. 

Suppose f has precisely 2 nonreal roots in C. Then the Galois group of f over Q is Sp. 

Proof: Let f be an irreducible polynomial over Q of prime degree p and suppose that C 

contains exactly 2 nonreal roots off By the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, there 

exists a splitting field for f, call it F. Let Gal(F:Q) be considered as a subgroup of Sp 

where Gal(F:Q) is the Galois group of f over Q. Theorem 4.7 tells us that 

p M Gal(F:Q)|. By Cauchy's theorem, Gal(F:Q) contains an element of order p. This 

element must be a p-cycle since the only elements of order p in Sp are the p-cycles. So 

Gal(F:Q) contains a p-cycle. 

Now complex conjugation a + bi -> a - bi is clearly a Q-automorphism of C and 

consequently induces a Q-automorphism of F. Notice the nonreal elements are moved 

whereas all others are fixed. Since we associate to each root a permutation and the two 

nonreal roots of fare interchanged, Gal(F:Q) contains a transposition. Without loss of 

generality, let this 2-cycle be (I 2) and the p-cycle (1 2 ... p). By Theorem 7.1, these two 

elements generate Sp. Therefore Gal(F:Q) = Sp. • 

Theorem 7.4: There exists a quintic polynomial over Q that is not solvable by radicals. 

Proof: Consider the polynomial f(x) = x̂  - 4x + 2 over Q. With p = 2, f̂ x) is irreducible 

over Q by Eisenstein's Criterion. Also f(x) is separable and therefore has five distinct 
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roots since F is separable over K. Now f (x) = 5x' - 4 = 0 implies x = ± (4/5)''^ are 

relative extrema. It is then easy to see that f(x) has three real roots. Now f(x) is 

separable, so each of these roots has multiplicity one. Therefore, there are exactly two 

non-real zeros of f(x) since f(x) must have five roots. Since 5 is prime, the Galois group 

of f(x) over Q is Ss by Theorem 7.3. By Theorem 7.2, S? is not solvable which implies 

f(x) = 0 is not solvable by radicals by Theorem 6.7 • 

We have seen an example where a polynomial of fifth degree is not solvable by 

radicals, namely x̂  - 4x + 2 = 0. In fact, a polynomial of the form x^-cix - Co = 0 is the 

simplest quintic not to be solvable by radicals. It turns out that any quintic equation with 

Galois group As (the alternating group of order 60) or Ss (the symmetric group of order 

120) cannot be solved by radicals; however, if it has Galois group D5 (the dihedral group 

of order 10) or M5 (the metacyclic group), then since these groups are solvable, the 

polynomial is indeed solvable by radicals. 

At this time I should point out remarkable breakthroughs that have emanated since 

the time of Galois. In the late 1800's and early 1900's, an algorithm was discovered, 

called the Kiepert algorithm, for calculating the roots of a general quintic equation from its 

coeflBcients. (Note: this algorithm does not involve solving the equation by radicals.) The 

central idea is to transform the general quintic equation, x^+Ax'*+Bx^+Cx^+Dx+E = 0, into 

a Jacobi sextic equation by taking the following steps: 

I. Transform the general quintic into a principal quintic equation, that is into an 

equation of the form z + 5az + 5bz +c. 



2. Transform this new equation into a Brioschi quintic equation which is of the 

form y - lOZy + 45Z^y - Ẑ  = 0 where the coefficients are expressed as a single 

parameter Z. 

3. Transform this Brioschi into Jacobi sextic equation, that is, an equation of the 

form s' + (10/A)s' - (12g2/A^)s + 5 / A ' = 0 where Z = -l/A. 

4. The roots of the Jacobi sextic equation, ŝ  and st (0 < k < 4), are then used to 

calculate the roots, yk, of the Brioschi quimic by the equation 

yk = ((l/V5)(Soo - Sk)(Sk.2 - Sk+3)(Sk.4- Sk . i ) ) 
1/2 

which are in turn used to calculate the roots, Zk, of the principal quintic equation by 

the relationship 

Zk = (A. + ^yk)/((yk'/Z)-3) 

and finally this equation is used to calculate the roots of the general quintic by 

taking advantage of the equation 

Xk = E + (zk - v)(u^ + Au" + Bu + C) + (Zk - v)-(2u + A) 

u"* + Aû  + Bu- + Cu + D + (zk - v)(3u- - 2Au + B) + (zk - v)-

This description of the Kiepert Algorithm is rather terse, the actual computations 

and transformations are much more involved. It is easy to see why a formula 'similar' to 

that of the quadratic, cubic, or quintic would be desired. 
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Prior to the discovery of the Kiepert Algorithm, ftinctions called ultraradicals or 

hyperradicals were adopted in an attempt to find a solution to the general quintic .A 

mathematician by the name of Jerrard showed that the quintic is solvable with the use of 

ultraradicals. An ultraradical, denoted *Va, is the real zero of the polynomial x̂  + x - a. 

To use this method, one must first convert the quintic equation in question to a 

Bring-Jerrard equation of the form x̂  + x - a which uses a much more complicated 

Tschimhausen transformation than that in the Kiepert algorithm. The Kiepert algorithm is, 

therefore, the preferred method of finding roots of the general quintic. Despite the results 

involving ultraradicals and the Kiepert algorithm, the discovery that the quintic is, in 

general, not solvable by radicals will remain one of the great landmarks in the history of 

mathematics. 

Though Galois's criterion eventually settled the question as to whether or not a 

formula for any polynomial equation using only field operations and nth roots existed and 

though later work showed that a solution to the quintic could be found using very 

complicated transformations, the interest in studying the roots of polynomials has not, and 

most likely will not, go away. An algorithm for approximating the roots of any algebraic 

equation can be seen in a thesis recently written in 1952 by J. Kempson's entitled ''The 

Roots of Polynomial Equations." Today computer scientists concern themselves with 

roots of polynomials' for many attempt to write programs that give the closest 

approximations, if not exact solutions, to algebraic equations. As mentioned chapter II, 

Galois theory is also still an active area of research. We have seen that it has been used to 
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solve some of the greatest questions of interest in mathematics history. At this time, it is 

unknown as to what great mystery will be solved as a result of Galois theory 

Nonetheless, there is no doubt that interest in Galois theory, as well as finding solutions to 

polynomials, will persevere for years to come. 
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